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New virus patient recovers dramatically with influenza AIDS drug
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<GOOGLE translator from Japanese>New virus patient recovers dramatically with influenza

AIDS drug announced by Thai Ministry of Health.

A passenger wearing a mask passes in front of a poster about the new virus at a train station

in Bangkok, Thailand (February 1, 2020). [Translation editing] AFPBB News

[AFP = current affairs] The Thai Ministry of Health on Tuesday administered a mixture of

antiviral drugs used to treat influenza and AIDS virus (HIV) to a Chinese woman (71)

infected with the new coronavirus. Announced a dramatic improvement.

[Photo] Passengers wearing masks on trains in Bangkok, Thailand

Dr. Kriengsak Attipornwanich, a doctor at the Ministry of Health's regular press conference,

announced that the doctors given the Chinese woman a combination of these drugs and a

48-hour negative test for the virus 48 hours later. "The test for a positive coronavirus

became negative in 48 hours," said the patient, who was exhausted and was able to get up

in bed 12 hours later.

With more than 300 deaths in China over the new coronavirus, a Chinese man (44) infected

with the virus died on the 2nd in the Philippines, killing the first person outside China.

Thailand has reported 19 cases of the virus, which was reported to have occurred in Wuhan

in Hubei Province in central China. Second most. Eight patients have already recovered and

been discharged from Thailand, and 11 have been hospitalized. [Translation editing] AFPBB

News

【Related article】

New hospital constructed in 10 days delivered to Chinese military

Dive competition, pet make, pet exposition in Thailand

Citizens cheer at the final event to celebrate the water parade and crown crown of Thailand

[Commentary] How serious is the epidemic of the new coronavirus?
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